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The first promotional BRI Student Videos
are up on BRI's YouTube Channel!

Greetings!
We're so pleased to announce this milestone for BRI! Thanks to our ability to have
several students together at the FMMA Conference in Oklahoma City last month, we
took advantage of that gathering to get some awesome footage for two BRI promotional
videos. These are just the first of many planned videos, all designed to make
communicating about Benjamin Rush Institute simpler and easier.
We have been wanting to produce excellent videos highlighting what we're about, why
medical students think BRI is a worthwhile organization, and what we're trying to
accomplish. We think we've made a good start towards that goal.
Please take a few minutes to watch these videos and share them on your social
media sites! Also, please send us your feedback! We also like any helpful
suggestions to improve our message.
We wish each of you a hopeful, healthy and happy Thanksgiving!

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute

Student Leaders contribute to the first two promotional BRI videos
Smeet Bhimani (Rowan), John Grimsley and John
Karalis (Georgetown), Kristy Hawley (George
Washington University), Morgan Kohls (Ohio
University), Nic Miller (Ohio State University), and Jared
Rhoads (Dartmouth) shared their insights as part of the
first two BRI promotional videos. Speaking from the
heart, they underscored why BRI's values, work and vision is worth their precious time
and efforts. Preserving the doctor-patient relationship in a healthcare system based on
freedom of choice, minimum regulation and limited government interference is what
makes BRI unique among student-led organizations.
We are so proud of our Student Leaders and members. Thanks for all you do!
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